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 LIFELINE TO HELP VULNERABLE 

RESIDENTS WITH HEATING 
A LIFELINE is being offered to 
help Vulnerable Residents 
struggling to pay to heat their 
homes and cook hot food. 

 

For the sixth year running, 
Vale Royal Lions and Citizens 
Advice Cheshire West have 
teamed up to launch their Fuel 
Bank Campaign. 

 

This year more than any, 
has left many residents of 
Winsford and Northwich 
struggling to pay for fuel and 
they will be eligible to receive 
payments towards their energy bills. Lion Andy Benson, of Vale Royal Lions, said: "Vale 
Royal Lions mission is to serve the Community and for over 40 years this has taken many 
forms. 

 

"While Organisations that benefit from this Service, such as Charities, are usually 
recognised by name, often when individuals are concerned they are generally unknown.  
Lifeline helps struggling Families in Winsford and Northwich heat homes and cook food ‘yet 
in many cases, we have found that it is these Members of our Community who are most in 
need’. 

"One such group is those who cannot afford the extra cost of energy needed in their 
homes during the winter months, both to provide heat and prepare food. Food Bank pleas 
for donations as pandemic leaves Families struggling. 

 

"We may be surprised at this in today’s society but, talk to Citizens 
Advice, and they know of many such people".  

 

This year to work within Covid regulations, money donated to the Fuel Bank will be 
credited directly to the prepayment meter or utility account of those who need it most using 
a code. Last year, they were able to help Sarah who had been re-housed with her two-year
-old daughter following domestic abuse. Electricity for the property had cost £115 over two 
weeks, which left her with only £2 for food and heating. Through the scheme, the Lions 
added £25 to her key meter account. 

 

In total, the Charity provided a lifeline for 32 people last year, including 24 Families. 
The most common reason for using the Fuel Bank was a delay in receiving benefits 
payments. This year they are working in partnership with the Fuel Bank Foundation. 

 

Donations are welcome from Senior Citizens who receive the Winter Fuel Allowance and 
can afford to donate some or even all of it, or from other Individuals and Businesses who 
can make a contribution. 

All donations, no matter how big or small, will be much appreciated by the Lions. 
Citizens Advice and Residents who will enjoy a warmer home for the winter than they would 
have done without it. 

To donate, visit justgiving.com/campaign/fuelbanknw2020 or send a cheque made 
payable to Vale Royal Lions with “Fuel Bank” written on the back, to Vale Royal Lions, 10 
Blandford Drive, Northwich, CW9 8UD. 

VALE ROYAL 
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RECOGNITION FROM 

THE QUEEN 
A MEMBER of Penrith Lions Club was awarded 
the British Empire Medal in October, 2020 and 
has consented to my sharing this with Fellow 
Lions. 

A stalwart and long-standing Member of 
Penrith Lions Club, Lion Malcolm Temple, was 
recently awarded the British 
Empire Medal in Her 
Majesty's Birthday Honours 
List for Services to Local 
Government. 

Up to 2019, Lion Malcolm served as a Local 
Councillor for 12 years representing the Penrith 
South Ward and in 2015 helped the local 
Residents of nearby Eamont Bridge who were 
badly flooded. 

 

PICTURE shows Lions President’s Tony and Pam handing over 
the vehicle to a very excited group of Volunteers! Lions doing 

what they do best. 

VEHICLE 
PROVIDED 

FOR 
VOLUNTEERS 

WHEN Lions heard of the fantastic work that a 

Local Group of Volunteers were doing by 

Providing Food and other Items for those 

affected by the Covid 

restrictions and the 

recent floods in 

Warrington, the 

Lions set about 

helping them.  
 

The Volunteers, known as “Helping Hands”, 

had taken over a Bowling Pavilion in 

Warrington and had been using their own 

vehicles for delivering food and household 

items to the victims of the flooding after 300 

Residents had to be evacuated from their 

homes and others were restricted to using 

upstairs rooms.  

Warrington and Birchwood Lions initially 

donated funds to help out, but soon became 

aware that what was really needed was a 

suitable vehicle for delivering food etc. 

The Presidents of Warrington and Birchwood 

Lions Tony Gandy and Pam Dyson of got their 

heads together and with the help of a grant 

from District Funds, organised by District 

Governor Lion Barry Prior, a suitable vehicle 

was purchased by the Lions. 

PENRITH 

BIRCHWOOD  AND WARRINGTON 
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Presentation of Certificates of Appreciation 
 

FOLLOWING the Christmas Food Parcel Campaign, Macclesfield and District 
Lions President Alex Price met with Dan Lee (above) (Co-op Area 
Manager), and Kim Brown (right) (Co-op Team Manager) to present 
Certificates of Appreciation.  

 

The Co-op allowed donations of food and fundraising publicity in 
several of their branches local to Macclesfield and also donated 150 luxury Christmas Crackers to 
give to the recipients of the Christmas Barbeque, organised by Lion Chesney Orme and held in 
Macclesfield Town Centre on Christmas Day.  

We look forward to further collaboration with the Co-op in acts of service to our Community.  

MACCLESFIELD AND DISTRICT 

 

 

 

CHEQUE 
DONATIONS 

 

THE Lions Club of Llandudno CIO, President Lion 
Alun Evans has been busy presenting two 
Cheques, one for the Mayor of Llandudno 
Councillor Angie O'Grady for £200 to go to her 
chosen Charities which are The Royal Signals 
Benevolent Fund, (left) at Trinity Centre for the 
Elderly and Ty Llywelyn Youth Club and the 
other cheque for £100 to Conwy Food Bank in 
Colwyn Bay (above).  

Lion Clare Forrester   

LLANDUDNO 
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WITH the success of the Food Club, now 
supplying 75 Families per week, we were 
approached by Morecambe Angels to help Supply 
Food to the Homeless as well.   

This then led to us offering Sleep Pods to them 
and in October we presented them with three 
Sleep Pods, and since given them, another we are 
holding another Pod for them.  

The Homeless are so happy with them and the 
food we supply, and President Lion Keith Walker 
and Lion Graham Haddington have also presented 
17 Sleep Pods to Homeless Action in Lancaster. 

The Homeless asked Morecambe Angels to put 
this message on Facebook for us: 

"Thank you so much to the Lions Association for 

donating Sleep Pods to Morecambe Angels for our 

most vulnerable people to use.  

“Words cannot describe how overwhelming it is 

knowing some of our Men will have some form of 

shelter for the night to keep them warm and 

comfortable. “On top of their Thursday Food drop 

off. Thank you guys absolute legends God Bless". 
The Food Club has really become so much more 

needed with so many Businesses being shut 
down and people losing their jobs, and  
we, collect Food from Food Share every week and 

also from Asda, Lancaster, two Co-ops in 
Heysham and in Carnforth and Aldi in Morecambe 
and Lancaster throughout the week. 

We, together with our happy band of upward 
of 12 Volunteers, start at 1 pm on a Thursday, 
sorting and bagging up Food and giving them out 
until 6 pm.   

After this Lions Ivan and Janeen Huff 
delivered to those that are Sheltering and the 
Homeless. They started with nine Families  three 
years ago, and it has grown to 85 Families with 
up to 22 Volunteer Helpers and since lockdown, 
we are giving out Food to 95 Families with the 
Volunteer Helpers.   

During the lockdown, 
we also fed the Big Kid 
Circus Staff of 30 who 
had become stuck in 
Morecambe with no 
income, and they did 
f r e e  s h o w s  i n 
Morecambe for a few days to thank Morecambe 
for their generosity, before they could finally 
move to their next destination.   

Now we have taken on the mantle of helping 
Morecambe Angels 
with giving Food to 
the Homeless and 
we could not have 
done this without 
the help of Food 
Share, St. Peter's Church, who have given us the 
St. James’ Hall to use as our base and also 
Iceland in Morecambe, who supply us with carrier 
bags. 

Lancaster and Morecambe Lions Club feel 
honoured to be able to help the people of 
Morecambe and Lancaster.  
 

PICTURED (left)  Lion Janeen Huff and (centre) Charlotte 
Hartley of Morecambe Angels, and (right) Lions Ivan Huff and 
President Keith Walker. The others are some of the Homeless 

people we have helped 

HELPING THE HOMELESS 

LANCASTER AND 
MORECAMBE 
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District Governor Lion Barry Prior 

 WELL, the time has come again 
to write my Newsletter, this 
time, however, I know exactly 
what I am going to write.  

Many years ago, when I was 
considering being District 
Governor for the first time, I 
decided I had to choose a year 
which was special both to me 
and to my Club. 

After attending a Charter one 
night and being asked by many 
past District Governors and the 
then serving District Governor to 
consider it once again, I decided 
that I would put my name 
forward.  

This was because I realised if I 
did obtain the position I would 
in fact be District Governor 25 
years after I had been President 
of my Club and in the Club’s 
50th year.  

Little did I realise the year I 
would choose would never 
happen. This of course was last 
year, 2019-2020, because I 
stepped aside for reasons that 
you all know and missed the 
year, I initially chose, by one 
year.  

Not only that, but the year I 
ended up doing was of course 
the year of the virus. No one 
could have predicted this of 
course and it turns out that I 
was probably the best person to 
do this year being so familiar 
with computers and having used 
them in so many varied ways in 
the past.  

My own Club’s Birthday and 
hence its Charter would have 
been in April and of course this 
Newsletter is for April and April, 
1970 is memorable in many 
ways, one of the most important 
being the foundation of my 
Club.  

B u t  t h e r e  a r e  a l s o 
anniversaries of that events that 
occurred in April, 1970 that are 
world renowned and my story 
for this month is connected to 
one of those. I will get round to 
writing this story a little later in 
this Newsletter but before I do, I 
have to deal with this year’s 
most important Lions event, our 
District Convention, an event 
that I think went amazingly well 
considering it was our first 
Virtual Convention in 105 CN.  

I must stress that this was not 
due to me, it was due to all 
those people that put the 
Convention together and 
organised it so cleverly. 

 I did on the day of the 
Convention itself mention most 
of the people involved and I 
have no intention of repeating 
those names now. But there 
were people who I could not 
mention at the time for reasons 
which will become obvious. 

These people allowed the 
delivery of the Medals from the 
International President to the 
individuals who needed to 
receive them and because of 
their efforts we managed to 
completely  surpr ise the 
recipients.   

There were of course their 
Wives, their Partners-In-Service, 
who kept the secret and in two 
of the cases made clandestine 
meetings with other Lions to 
receive the Medals prior to the 
Convention, in the other case it 
was a matter of watching the 
mail and grabbing it first before 
the recipient saw it.  

Because of legal restrictions 
allowing only local travel, I 
decided to arrange to send the 
Presidential Medal to our 
esteemed IT Officer by Pony 
Express, arranging for a chain of 
Clubs to pass the Medal from 
one Club to the next, one after 
another, until it arrived at Lion 
Dave’s house at a time, we 
knew he would not be in.  

It was not easy keeping it 
secret from him, because he 
kept asking me about what 
Presentations were going to 
happen, and it was difficult 
trying to avoid telling him a lie 
while keeping the truth from 
him.  

On one occasion while in a 
Planning Meeting, I must have 
appeared like a bumbling idiot, 
while trying to avoid answering 
a direct question on this topic.  I 
drove to Knutsford and gave the 

Medal to their President Lion 
Paul Buttrick, who the following 
day took the Medal to the next 
Club in the chain and thus over 
the next few days it was passed 
on.  

I cannot tell you my relief 
when I received a message from 
Hayley, telling me she had 
received it without Lion Dave 
knowing anything about it. 

Thank you all for your help in 
this great endeavour, and I 
hope you all felt it was worth 
the effort to see their surprised 
faces.  

I also wish to congratulate our 
newly elected District Governor 
Elect Lion Neil and First Vice 
District Governor Elect Lion 
Mary Ann. I am sure they will do 
an amazing job next year, the 
way they have done this year in 
their present roles.  

 

This District is so lucky to have 
such great Lions ready to 
occupy these important 
positions. This year both our 
Friends have worked tirelessly in 
ways which only I know, and the 
whole District owes them a 
great debt of gratitude for the 
work they have carried out.  

 

Being elected to such a role is 
taken by some people, as giving 
permission for these Members to 
act as though they are better 
than the rest of us Lions. I know 
this is not the case with our two 
friends.  

To stop th i s  att i tude 
developing in ancient Rome, 
when  Roman  Genera l s , 
particularly Emperors, were 
paraded through the streets in 
triumph, the senate would hire a 
servant to continually whisper in 
their ear the words, “Remember 
Thou Art Mortal”, actually 
“Memento Mori”, which is this in 
Latin. 

Now back to my story which 
started 51 years ago in April, 
1970 and how this story is 
related to what I have just 
stated and how no one should 
consider themselves better than 
anyone else.   

 

I was at that time a Post 
Graduate Student, as I 
mentioned in a previous story.  
 

Continued on Next Page 
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District Governor Lion Barry Prior 

 
Continued From  

Previous Page 

Then one of my subjects was a 
dynamical astonomer and my 
tutor was a great man in that 
subject, Dr. Philip James 
Message. You can read about 

him at: Philip James (Jim) 

Message 1931-2008, Astronomy 

and Geophys i cs ,  Oxford 

Academic (oup.com) 

Jim and I became close 
because of my interest in the 
subject, one I studied under his 
tutorship for several years.  

One afternoon in April, 1970 
we had been discussing the 
trajectories and orbital paths of 
spacecraft on trans-lunar flights, 
this was something that we had 
been doing for months because 
of the Apollo missions, that were 
in full flow at the time.  

I had called in to see him on 
that particular day because I had 
been work ing on some 
calculations involving what are 
called box orbits of stars in 
galaxies, and I had brought the 
results of my calculations to 
discuss them with Jim.  

[In fact, the only way to 
understand box orbits is to 
introduce a factor into the 
equations that should not be 
there, but if you introduce it, it 
gives the right answers. This 
factor we now believe is caused 
by the so-called dark matter in 
which the galaxy is embedded]. 

 

Anyway, we were sat there 
talking when a telephone call 
came through from NASA for 
Jim, whose face then became 
ashen and his jolly demeaner 
changed to a deadly serious one.  

He apologised, after he put the 
telephone down, and explained 
that Apollo 13 was in trouble and 
he had been asked to fly to the 
States to help with the orbital 
calculations in an effort to try to 
bring the crew back safely.  

This would be no easy task, 
because we both knew that the 
spacecraft had to hit the edge of 
the atmosphere at seven and 
half degrees. Half a degree 
either way would either send it 
spinning off into space forever or 
cause it to burn up in the 
atmosphere.  

The faster the spacecraft was 

travelling the less margin for 
error there would be. Apollo 13 
was short on oxygen and battery 
power too, which meant it had to 
travel as fast as possible.  

It was a balancing act and they 
needed one of the few men, 
possibly the only man in the 
world, capable of reading a 
punch tape emerging from one 
the computers of the day, with a 
split nail on his thumb.  

We talked for about another 
half an hour, while a taxi was 
arranged to take him to an 
aircraft a Speke Airport. He 
guessed that the ship would be 
travelling at about 33,000 mph, 
rather than the 25,000 mph 
normally expected, by the time 
it hit the atmosphere, and no 
one knew if it could take that 
speed of re-entry. We all now 
know that it did. 

Jim was not mentioned in the 
film Apollo 13, which is a shame 
because he would have added to 
it. He was a larger-than-life 
character in many ways. He was 
a giant of a man about 6ft. 4ins. 
with enormous feet. It is strange 
how you remember things like 
that, and he always used to 
wear highly polished Oxford 
shoes.  

 

Towards the end of his life, he 
took on the looks of Charlton 
Heston playing Moses in the film 
the “Ten Commandments”, 
sporting long white hair and a 
white beard.  

Jim was responsible for me 
meeting two more extraordinary 
people one of which you may 
know through a Peter Sellers 
Caricature of the man. Herman 
Kahn was the inspiration for 
Sel lers’ portrayal of Dr 
Strangelove. Herman Kahn - 
Wikipedia 

I was interviewed by him and 
five other scientific greats of the 
time to make sure I was worthy 
to meet the last of these three 
unique men, Zdenek Kopal, a 
man who for many years I 

exchanged letters with and who 
became somewhat of a friend, 
even though he never became 
my research supervisor that we 
both had wanted.  

 

I think another film character 
could have been based on 
Zdeněk, Exeter from the 1955 
movie “This Island Earth”, 
because of his extraordinary 
looks, his piercing blue eyes and 
his enormous intelligence.  

 

He had the most incredibly 
high forehead which never 
seemed to come across in the 
photographs I have seen of him. 

 

I must stress this man was 
considered in such high regard 
that the Czech authorities 
reopened Prague Cathedral in 
1967 for his daughter’s wedding, 
an event which ultimately which 
led to what was called the 
Prague Spring and indirectly to 
the fall of the Iron Curtain and 
the USSR.  

This build-up I hope makes 
you realise how important this 
man was. Jim revered him, and 
Herman Kahn, Dr Strangelove, 
interviewed me to see if I could 
even meet him. 

I now move forward in time to 
1973 when I was teaching in the 
school, I told you about in last 
month’s Newsletter.  

It was lunch time when my 
friend Keith came into the staff 
room rather upset, in fact 
terribly upset. Keith was the 
head of English and was a really 
caring guy.  

I asked him what the matter 
was, and he explained to me 
that one of his students was 
working on a project for his O– 
Level English exam. The student 
who was keen on astronomy had 
decided to do his project on the 
planets of the solar system. 

Being a diligent student, he 
had written off to the Royal 
Astronomical Society and asked 
them whether they could 
recommend any books that he 
could use to gather the 
information he needed.  

I should say Keith had no idea 
at this time of my background, 
and to him, I was just a newish 
Maths  teacher and Keith showed 

 

Continued on Next Page 
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 Continued From Previous 

Page 

me the letter the student had 
received from the RAS and it 
was awful. The guy who wrote 
it, the then secretary of the 
society, basically told the 
student that he and the society 
did not have the time to answer 
the questions of 16-year-olds 
and he had much more 
important work to do.  

He added by insinuation that 
he was much too important to 
deal with such matters and the 
student should never bother him 
again.    

Keith did not know what to do, 
the boy was so upset and as he 
said to me how can I put this 
right, he felt powerless. The 
Secretary thought he was above 
the people he was dealing with, 
he thought he could be nasty 
with impunity and in fact under 
normal circumstances he 
probably could have been. 

 I photocopied the letter in the 
school office and took the copy 
home with me. That night I 
went to a telephone box near 
where I lived and rang Zdenek 
and explained what had 
happened. Remember this guy 
was chief advisor to Nasa in 
Europe. He told me to send him 
the photocopy and leave it with 
him.  

Nothing happened for a couple 
of weeks and then one day Keith 
came bounding into the staff 
room, he was completely 
overjoyed and grinning right 
across his face from ear to ear. 

He explained how the student 
had received a complete set of 
a round  s i x  b rand  new 
astronomy books on the planets 
of the solar system, all signed 
by the authors and dedicated to 
the student.  

There was a covering letter 
explaining how Zdeněk was so 
sorry that the student had 
received the original letter from 
the society and how the 
secretary had been reassigned 
to a more suitable role.  

Zdenek, who would later help 
change the course of history, 
took the time out to help a 
student from a rundown area 
who he would probably never 
meet in his life. 

If a man like that, acted in 
such a way, how could any of us 
pretend to be better than 
anyone else. For years Zdeněk 

and I kept in touch and I 
remember chatting with him for 
many hours in his office at 
Manchester University about the 
possibilities of interstellar travel 
and how such ships could be 
built. 

I also recall receiving a 
package through the post from 
Nasa which contained a great 
many photographic slides taken 
by the Viking Landers, the first 
photographs taken from the 
surface of Mars in 1976. He sent 
me these from the States and 
long after I had last physically 
met him.   

Unfortunately, all these great 
men have long since passed on, 
but I remember them in my 
heart, not for their great 
intellects, which were indeed 
staggering in their power, but 
for their kindness and their 
willingness to step up and help 
their fellows.  

To be honest I remember Jim 
and Herman for their sarcasm 
too, but that is another story.  

So, remember as my father 
said: “Be nice to people when 
you are at the top, because you 
will almost certainly pass them 
when you are on your way 
down”. 

Be kind my friends, take care 
and keep safe.  

District Governor Barry 

 

 

HONOURED WITH 
AWARDS 

AT OUR recent Convention 105 CN Fleetwood and 
Cleveleys Lions Club were greatly honoured by four of their 
Members gaining promotion or Awards. 

 

Lion Mary Ann Woodman was promoted to First Vice 
District Governor Elect at the Convention.  

 

Lion Denis Bowker was awarded the International 
Certificate of Appreciation for work carried out at Poulton 
Lions Club followed by similar dedication at Fleetwood and 
Cleveleys Lions Club. 
Lion Stuart Gratrix was also awarded the International 

Certificate of Appreciation for his dedication to Fleetwood 
and Cleveleys Lions Club and his work with the Lions 
International Stamp Club (LISC).  
Last but not least, Zone Chairman Lion Margaret Purcell 

was awarded the District Governors (Lion Barry Prior) 
Certification for her hard work as Zone Chairman carried out 
over two years.  
Members of the Club congratulated all of them for their 

contribution to Lions Club International. 
Ordinary People Doing Amazing Things. 

WE welcome the New Lions who 
have joined the Association recently, 
and they have joined the following 
Clubs: 
 

 ROMILEY, MARPLE 
   

 Gareth O’Neill 
 Helen O’Neill 
 Dean Standring 
 Kate Standring 

 

 

        NEW 
   MEMBERS 
   AND 
   TRANSFERS 
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 Lions District 105 CN Music Competition 2021  
 

Lion Susan Dodgson 105 CN Music Officer 
 
 
Dear Lion Friends    

 I need your help in finding Young Musicians in Lions District 105 CN. This is an exciting 
opportunity for them to take part in a fantastic Music Competition 
 
Venue    St. James’ Church, Shireshead, Forton  PR3 0AE 
     Easily accessible, two miles south on the A6 from Junction
     33 of the M6  Motorway. The Church has good facilities — 
     Three Practice Rooms downstairs and an Upper Room    
     for Refreshments + WiFi recently installed      
 

Date    July 17, 2021,10.30 am – 4 pm. Entry closing date July 3,                                                                     
   2021 

 

Instruments    Woodwind, Brass, Strings and Keyboard 
 

Age groups   School years 1-6, 7-11 and 12-13 
 

Music     Candidates are required to play two pieces of their choice. The Programme 
   should be Balanced and show contrast and not exceed 7 minutes in total 

 

Publicity      The application forms, rules, poster and publicity will be available shortly from       
the CN Website and also the CN Forum and hopefully Facebook. We need     
the help of Lions to make sure Music Hubs, Music Schools, Independent 
Music Teachers and Musicians know about this Competition because they 
are keen to participate if they know about it. Face to face contact is a good 
way to communicate but this may not be possible and depends on Covid 19 
regulations that are in place. I would be happy to assist Clubs to speak to 
prospective Ccandidates. PLEASE SHARE THE EVENT DETAILS ON LINE 
AND FACEBOOK IF POSSIBLE WHEN THEY  BECOME AVAILABLE 

 

Entry     Candidates can appil online by following the link or by Mobile telephone   
   “zapping” the Quick Response Codes on the poster and uploading the                                                           
   Information or “snail mail” direct to me 

 

General    There must be a lot of young musicians in our District who I am sure would be 
   interested in entering this fantastic Competition. It is a super opportunity and 
   very worthwhile. Past Candidates have said how much they have enjoyed 
   the Competition 

 

 

I am very happy to help and support Clubs so please contact me for  
more information. Lion Susan Dodgson on 01524 383375 e-mail 
music@lionsclubs105cn.org.uk   
 

N.B. The Competition going ahead is subject to any restrictions that may 
still be in place at the time and of course everyone's safety and wellbeing is 

paramount but we felt we should make a start and prepare 

    
        

                 MUSIC                2021 


